Teacher Development Programme
A toolbox of essential training and techniques covering core skills and encouraging deeper understanding of practice
Aims and outcomes





Suggested participants

Making the most of this course

Equip new teachers and developing teachers with a toolbox of
techniques for improved practice.
Ensure that all colleagues are prepared to encourage
appropriate levels of challenge and engagement for all pupils.
Gain practical techniques for supporting learners to learn
effectively.
Take away new strategies and advice for meeting the Ofsted
criteria for quality of teaching, learning and assessment.





1. Complete the core content units over one to two terms to drive
sustainable improvements.
OR
Select individual units to target a specific issue – perfect for new
teachers or returning teachers in need of a refresher.
2. Make use of the associated reading and resources to
supplement and deepen your learning.
3. Ensure participants document their progress after units and
reflect in later input sessions.

Newly qualified teachers.
Teachers 2-3 years qualified.
Teachers looking to improve their practice in any particular area
of expertise.

Unit 1 – 45-60 minutes

Unit 2 – 45-60 minutes

Unit 3 – 45-60 minutes

Unit 4 – 45-60 minutes

Unit 5 – 45-60 minutes

Unit 6 – 45-60 minutes

Unit 7 – 45-60 minutes

Deep learning in the
classroom

Planning engaging and
productive lessons

Supporting the needs of
individual pupils

Developing feedback
techniques

Formative assessment to
ensure pupil progress

Effective questioning to
enhance learning

Building and supporting
effective learners



















1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Consider how learning is
facilitated in the classroom,
and the role of the teacher
within it
Identify key skills for
engaging students and
encouraging deep learning
Understand how to create
a learning pathway for
pupils through your
practice

Explore our list of top
teaching and learning
blogs.
Learn how to promote
deep learning with these
practical strategies.
New teacher? Try these
top tips to help you get
off to a great start.
Read up on these 8 ways
to bring your teaching up
to date with the latest
research.

Consider the importance
of defining lesson
outcomes
Ensure that all elements
of a lesson facilitate
relevant and productive
learning
Identify current practice
and discuss how to
develop efficient planning





1.

2.

3.

Take a look at this
mastery lesson plan
template.
For primary-based
members, see what
mastery planning looks
like in the classroom.
Read this guide to
designing lessons with
deep learning and
effective group work in
focus.





1.
2.

3.

4.

Provide differentiation
strategies that ensure all
pupil ability is identified
and catered for
Encourage teachers to
reflect on their practice
and challenge thinking
Provide practical tips for
challenging all ability
appropriately and
encouraging learning

Read how you can make
learning accessible to all.
Try fun extension
activities such as the
Challenge Box.
Watch this webinar
about time-saving
differentiation
strategies.
Look at these 10
approaches to task
setting for the more
able.

Ensure staff marking
techniques are meaningful
and manageable.
Encourage accurate
feedback and guidance for
how pupils can improve.
Review effective marking
techniques and consider
how to improve practice.





1.

2.

3.

Time-saving marking
techniques – read up
on ways to be more
efficient.
Read up on 8 effective
verbal feedback
strategies for improving
progress.
Listen to the opinions
of practitioners and
students about what
good feedback looks
like.

Understand how to identify
learning through formative
assessment
Clarify Ofsted expectations
about assessment in the
classroom
Evaluate a range of practical
assessment techniques





1.

2.

3.

Clarify the assessment
commission’s definition
of the purpose of
formative assessment.
Deliver this extra training
session that tackles the
tough world of
assessment data.
Consider the use of
technology in the
classroom to support
assessment for learning.

Understand the role of
questioning for effective
learning.
Ensure staff can construct
key questions to drive
learning objectives.
Promote high expectations
and challenge in the
classroom.





1.

2.

3.

Watch this webinar for
the top five tips of
skilful questioning.
Deliver this extra
training session on how
to promote high
expectations in pupils.
Read more on the key
to good questioning –
fewer, better
questions.

Support independent
learning in pupils and
promote creative
thinking.
Consider approaches to
implement self-reflective
learning in pupils.
Encourage positive
behaviour for learning.




1.

2.

3.

Download and keep
these checklists of
methods to foster
independent learning.
Download and adapt
our behaviour model
policy to encourage
better behaviour for
learning.
Deliver this extra
training session on
improving pupil study
skills.

